CAT CARE:
To completely remove the odour, NokOut must come into direct contact with the problem.
NokOut can be sprayed directly on to your cat’s coat and massaged into their fur for immediate
odour removal. Be careful around the face and eye area. IMPORTANT: We recommend using an
Elizabethan Collar while the product is wet. Cats have a sensitive digestive system and should not
ingest large quantities of NokOut.
Cat got skunked – see our “HOW TO DE-SKUNK AN ANIMAL” sheet.
IMPORTANT:

Always do a patch test to check for colour fastness. OdorTECH cannot be
responsible for any issues of discolouration, fading, etc. May cause fading
if exposed to direct sunlight before fully dry.

SHAKE BOTTLE WELL BEFORE USING:
LITTER BOXES:
• Spray the bottom of an empty, clean litter box liberally with NokOut.
• Allow the product to dry and repeat until there is no odour in the plastic itself.
• Fill the box with litter and lightly spray the top of the litter with NokOut.
• Once or twice a day, clean the litter and do a light spray of NokOut onto the litter.
NokOut has a residual effect – it continues to fight odours long after it has dried. NokOut will
extend the life of your cat litter because the litter box will remain cleaner for longer than if you
didn’t use NokOut, and no odours will disturb your cat.
BEDDING: NokOut can be sprayed directly onto your cat’s bedding to remove odours.
NokOut works as it dries so let it dry thoroughly!

BATH TIME:
• Spray NokOut directly on your pet’s coat.
• Rub into the skin to eliminate body odours.
• Add 250 ml of NokOut to 4 litres of bath water or use as a final rinse additive.
.
Try NokOut Pet Shampoo, a deep cleaning pH balanced formulation for all skin types. It is an
excellent all purpose cleansing and deodorizing shampoo, and is soothing and healing to
sensitive skin.
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